




Generous . . . showing a readiness to give more of

something than is strictly necessary or expected; more

plentiful than usual.





Rod McNair, Tomorrow’s World
“One of the prime dangers for Christians today is getting so busy that they

lose their spiritual focus. Especially as the pace of society hastens, this is a

real danger to spiritual growth. The condition of many just prior to Christ’s

return – even many Christians – will be profound complacency. They

aren’t necessarily ‘out in the world’ in rebellion against Him, but neither are

they on fire for Him and His work! They’re just

TOO BUSY WITH OTHER THINGS.”





Luke 8.14-15

The Gospel 

message falls 

amongst the 

thorns.



More “cultural” 

conformity than 

“Christ” 

conformity?

Crowd-pleasers; 

go along with; 

tolerate



3 John 11

Mimic, copy

“Do not 

lust of flesh, eyes, pride

what is , 

but what is good.  



Rom. 12.2

“Do not be 

‘morphe’ make of like form

to the 

world, but be 

transformed ...”





S. Michael Houdmann,

“There is no doubt that the

responsibilities and pressures

of this world scream for our

attention. The myriad of

things pulling us in different

directions makes it all too

easy for our time to get

swallowed up in mundane,

lesser matters. Those

endeavors which have

eternal value, then, often get

relegated to the back



Luke 14.16-24

‘ ’

 Property

 Possessions

 Relationships



“Excuse” . . .

‘ ’

beg off, reject, shun

 More concern over the

NOW (self), than the

ETERNAL (God)



Warren Wiersbe:  

“There is certainly 

nothing wrong with 

owning a farm, 

examining purchases, 

or spending time 

with your wife.  But 

if these good things 

keep you from 

enjoying the best

things, then they 

become bad things.”



Are the things I’m

working for in the

right order? Right

Priority?

What are the most

important things /

people in my life?



Do I have a 
deeply-felt 
need for 
God? 

Do I even want Him?



Luke 10.30-37

The Good 

Samaritan



Has God been 

marginalized?  

Squeezed in? 

Left out?



We are OVERWORKED, OVERSTRESSED, and spiritually

UNDERNOURISHED. Our culture promotes “bigger and better”

and subtly challenges us to keep up. Whew! Who made these rules

anyway? Satan loves to keep us running in circles trying to beat the

clock. If he can distract us, he can minimize our usefulness to the

Kingdom of God.

. uried . nder . atan’s . oke



If you’re too busy for God, how can you
really be a benefit to anyone else?

We cannot confuse “busy-ness” with growth!



Luke 10.38-42  
 Mary:  Learner

 Martha: Server

The “one thing that is 

necessary” is also “the good 

part” . . . listening to the 

Word of God.  The highest 

priority!




